Arkansas Specialty Crop Profile: Nursery and Greenhouse Industries

Arkansas' temperate climate allows farmers to grow a wide variety of seasonal specialty crops across the state. In addition to food crops, Arkansas farmers also grow and sell ornamental products. While Arkansas’ climate is conducive for seasonal growing, some farmers use controlled environment methods such as high tunnels and greenhouses to extend their growing season or to produce various fruits, vegetables, ornamentals and seedlings year-round.

This fact sheet contains information about Arkansas’ ornamental and greenhouse sector. As referenced in the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Census of Horticultural Specialties report, the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) defines this sector as nursery stock, shrubbery, flower seeds and plants, foliage plants, bulbs, cultivated florist greens, mushrooms, short-rotation woody crops, Christmas trees, aquatic plants, cuttings, plug seedlings, liners, tissue-cultured plantlets, prefinished plants, sod grown under cover and/or in the open and food crops grown under protection. However, to maintain continuity between reports, the USDA horticultural specialty studies exclude the mushroom industry, while capturing vegetable seed and vegetable transplant operations, which are not considered horticultural operations under the NAICS classification. The USDA Census of Horticultural Specialties is a primary source of data for this fact sheet; therefore, the USDA definition of horticultural specialties is used throughout to represent Arkansas’ overall ornamental and greenhouse sector (USDA NASS, 2015).

Industry Overview

In 2014, Arkansas supported 104 ornamental and/or greenhouse operations, generating $34.4 million in sales. In 2014, more than 40 percent of Arkansas’ ornamental and greenhouse operations produced...
Utilizing over 2 million square feet of growing space, bedding and garden plants were the largest group of plants grown under protective covering in the state. This was followed by potted flowering plants and nursery stock crops. Tomatoes were the most common food crop to be grown under protective covering, encompassing more than 78,000 square feet of covered grow area (Figure 2).

While almost 9 percent of operations reported making more than $1 million in sales during 2014, more than half made less than $100,000, with 21 percent reporting sales between $10,000 and $19,999. When compared to the U.S. as a whole, the distribution of Arkansas’ ornamental and greenhouse operations by class showed some similarities but tended to vary slightly from class to class. The most notable differences were seen in the percentage of operations with sales of $250,000 to $499,999 and those with sales of $10,000 to $19,999, where Arkansas held a significantly greater proportion (Figure 3).

The Arkansas Grown program was created in 2012 to promote agricultural products grown in Arkansas by helping to make the critical connection between producers and consumers. The Arkansas GROWN™ website lists several vendors selling horticultural specialty crops produced in Arkansas through local farms, cooperatives, restaurants and markets. Listed by more than 120 vendors, flowers are the most popular horticultural specialty

Another major ornamental and greenhouse industry in Arkansas was the sod industry. This industry represented 22 percent of all ornamental and greenhouse operations in the state, generating more than $8.0 million in sales in 2014. Other Arkansas ornamental and greenhouse operations produced nursery stock, cut Christmas trees, food crops grown under protection, other miscellaneous operations and vegetable seeds (Figure 1).

Some Arkansas growers utilize glass or other protective covering in the production of their crops. Figure 2 shows a breakdown of Arkansas crops grown under protective covering during 2012.

---

3This industry is covered in more detail in the fact sheet titled Arkansas Specialty Crop Profile: Turfgrass Production and Golf Course Management.
item sold by current Arkansas GROWN™ producers. The site also lists around 50 sellers of annuals or perennials and around 30 sellers of ornamental or nursery items. Customers can find local vendors selling other horticultural specialty crops such as seeds, grasses, Christmas trees, shrubs, vines and ferns through the site (Arkansas GROWN, 2017).

A recent survey conducted by the University of Arkansas System Division of Agriculture’s Center for Agricultural and Rural Sustainability (CARS) gathered information from 112 ornamental and greenhouse businesses across the state. These businesses included not only those involved in the production of horticultural specialty crops but also retail and service firms.

Of the businesses surveyed, 41 percent were reported to be corporations. An additional 31 percent of firms reported being sole proprietorships, 26 percent were limited liability corporations, 1 percent partnerships and 1 percent other. These companies have been producing ornamental and/or greenhouse products for an average of 17 years. Firms involved with sales and services have been operating for an average of 24 and 19 years, respectively. Thirty-eight percent of producers have been in operation for more than 20 years.

For sales and service firms, around 50 percent reported operating for more than 20 years, with one sales firm operating for more than 75. Total sales values for the surveyed ornamental and greenhouse firms ranged from $100 to almost $6 million, averaging around $465,000 in 2014. Almost 60 percent of businesses reported a rise in sales between 2013 and 2014. These firms employed a total of 348 full-time and 283 part-time workers in 2014, paying more than $9.5 million in wages and salaries. Of this value, roughly 41 percent was devoted to sales wages, 33 percent to service wages and 26 percent to production wages.
Industry Trends and Outlook

Trends in the Arkansas’ ornamental and greenhouse industry followed those seen with the U.S. as a whole. In Arkansas, the industry showed steady growth throughout the 1970s and 1980s, with sales increasing by almost 100 percent from 1970 to 1988. Throughout the 1990s, the U.S. saw unprecedented income growth and economic prosperity. Although spending on cut flowers fell substantially during this time, demand for floriculture and nursery crops grew as the growth and prosperity spilled over to the ornamental and greenhouse industry (Reid, 2005).

Between 1988 and 1998, industry sales rose 186 percent from $18.2 million to $37.1 million, before falling 29 percent from the high in 1998 to $28.0 million by 2009. The drop from 1998 to 2009 is likely a result of the Great Recession that began in late 2007. Spurred by the collapse of the U.S. housing market, the recession led to lower demand for ornamental and greenhouse products.

As of 2014, the sector had yet to recover, with sales dropping an additional 7 percent from 2009 (Figure 4). The industry appeared to rebound during 2015, showing potential for continued growth throughout 2016 (Hall, 2016).

The distribution of Arkansas’ ornamental and greenhouse sales between wholesale and retail markets remained fairly steady from 1970 to 2014. Throughout this period, the average share of wholesale ornamental and greenhouse sales was 72 percent with an accompanying average retail share of 28 percent (Figure 5).

Although Arkansas’ sales trends appear to follow those of the overall United States, the distribution of these sales between wholesale and retail markets shows a notable difference. The proportion of ornamental and greenhouse value coming from retail sales is consistently higher for Arkansas than the U.S. as a whole. While the share of U.S. retail sales has declined since the 1970s, the share of retail sales for Arkansas ornamental and greenhouse producers has trended slightly upward (Figure 6).

Industry Issues

The ornamental and greenhouse industries experienced some turbulence following the Great Recession of 2008, but after several years of solid revenues, growers are optimistic toward future growth. Although sales in some markets, such as greenhouse edibles, seem to be reaching plateaus, improved marketing efforts and labor recruitment strategies may help growers to maintain revenues and profits (Greenhouse Management, 2017).

In the recent CARS survey of Arkansas ornamental and greenhouse businesses, more than half of those responding expressed concern regarding the ability to generate profits through their operations. In the survey, 96 percent of respondents reported input costs as a major challenge facing their businesses. Of these inputs, labor was identified as a leading concern, both in terms of cost and in acquiring/retaining an adequate work force. The concern...
among Arkansas’ ornamental and greenhouse firms regarding labor issues seems to mirror the broader U.S. industry. According to a nationwide survey of greenhouse growers conducted in 2017, labor cost and availability of educated, qualified workers was an enormous concern for growers across the U.S. (Greenhouse Management, 2017).

Without access to affordable labor, domestic producers face hardships maintaining their competitive ability against foreign competition. In 2016, U.S. companies imported almost $2.1 billion worth of ornamental plant seeds, cuttings, bulbs, plants, cut flowers and foliage, only exporting around $0.47 billion worth of these same products. While the U.S. export value of ornamental products grew slightly from 2011 to 2016, import growth was more than double what was seen with exports over the same period (Figure 7).

Industry Spotlight

Nestled in the Ozark Mountains of Northwest Arkansas, Val and Jana Eylands of Ozark All Seasons have been bringing fresh produce to local residents and chefs since 2013.

After establishing a successful hydroponic facility on the western Caribbean island of Roatan in 1999, the Eylands relocated to Northwest Arkansas in 2012 with the goal of designing their own energy-efficient prototype greenhouse. The result was a state-of-the-art geothermal/solar greenhouse, using hydroponic production systems to grow high-quality lettuce, salad, basil and microgreens year-round.

To keep up with demand, the Eylands have since added three additional greenhouses and worked in collaboration with the University of Arkansas to offer internships for students wanting to learn more about greenhouse management and hydroponic food production. With their farm, the Eylands hope to play a small role in a worldwide agricultural revolution that aims to provide sustainably produced, nutrient-rich food to local consumers.

For more information related to ornamental and greenhouse production in Arkansas visit [https://www.uaex.edu/farm-ranch/crops-commercial-horticulture/horticulture/ornamentals.aspx](https://www.uaex.edu/farm-ranch/crops-commercial-horticulture/horticulture/ornamentals.aspx).
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